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1. North-South population movements 
 
Returns from northern Sudan to southern Sudan and after 9 July to the Republic of South Sudan continued over 
the past week. IOM reported that between 7-13 July 79 buses departed Khartoum heading to Renk in South 
Sudan. The estimated number of those who arrived in Renk is 4,000 people, according to the Protection Sector. 
The Returns Sector and Protection Sector continue to advocate against this movement to Renk as returnees are 
literally being 'dumped' in Renk. There is a lack of food and clean water upon arrival, as well as major difficulties 
with transportation from Renk to final destinations in South Sudan.  
 
South Sudanese in Khartoum State 
While 9 July marked the creation of the Republic of South Sudan, it is estimated that there are more than one 
million people of South Sudanese origin who are still residing in the Republic of the Sudan. Almost 320,000 
people have returned to South Sudan since late October 2010. There is a group of 18,000 people in Khartoum 
awaiting assistance to travel to South Sudan. 
 
The train that transported returnees from Khartoum to Aweil, South Sudan a few weeks ago was due to arrive 
back in Khartoum on 13 July. The Returns Sector will provide inter-agency support for the next train movement, 
this time to Wau, including WASH, nutrition, health care, information sharing, and protection. One of the issues to 
address for the Return Sector is to enhance safety and security en route given that one train with returnees 
onboard was attacked near Meiram in South Kordofan last month. 
 
Kosti 
IOM estimated the number of returnees stranded at the Kosti way station to be around 14,659 people by 12 July. 
According to the Humanitarian Aid Commission (HAC) and the South Sudan Relief and Rehabilitation 
Commission (SSRRC), on 11 July, two passenger barges and one luggage barge left the Kosti way station 
heading to Malakal with some 990-1,120 people onboard. 
 
Meanwhile, the IOM team in Kosti has finalised preparations for barges to travel to Juba. About 7,000 returnees 
have been manifested. The barge company estimates it will take another seven days before the first barges can 
move due to the high volume of the returnees’ luggage and additional barges are required for that. 
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Key Points 
• Fighting in several parts of South Kordofan has continued and severe access restrictions for 

humanitarian actors remain in place.  
• Groups of people displaced from South Kordofan and Abyei area reported in Blue Nile. Some 

cross into Ethiopia. 
• Returns from Sudan to South Sudan continue, with at least 5,000 returns from Khartoum and Kosti 

reported this week. 
• Ethiopian peacekeepers start arriving in the Abyei area. 
• An estimated 5,500 refugee returnees from Chad have arrived in Tine, North Darfur and need 

assistance. 
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Number of returnees at the Kosti way station (February-June 2011) 

 
Source: IOM, FAR, ADRA and UNHCR 

 
 
2. Three Protocol Areas 
 
Abyei 
Some Ethiopian troops have started arriving in the Abyei area during the reporting period. The UN Interim 
Security Force for Abyei (UNISFA) has stated the need to ensure that there are no premature returns of people 
who had been displaced from the Abyei area. It will take weeks before the troops can start patrols and the main 
UNISFA contingent will deploy to Abyei by October 2011.  
 
UNHCR has reported that the overall protection situation of people displaced from the Abyei area who are 
currently in South Sudan remains relatively stable. UNHCR noted that the displaced people that remain in Mayen 
Abun, Turalei and Juong had indicated that they want to remain in these areas until the full deployment of the 
Ethiopian Peacekeepers (UNIFSA) and the security situation in the Abyei area stabilises.  
 
The Protection Cluster has reiterated the need for an early emphasis on mine/UXO identification and clearance in 
order to support safe, dignified and voluntary returns. 
 
South Kordofan 
According to UNMIS and UN agencies in Kadugli, fighting has continued in several parts of South Kordofan. 
Heavy aerial bombardment was reported near Delami, 100km north east of Kadugli, on 7 July. Aerial bombing 
was reported 15km south of Delami on 8 July, and 10 km south west of Dilling between 8 and 10 July. Sporadic 
gunfire has been reported near Kurungu and Talodi on several occasions, while the village of Kurchi was 
reportedly subjected to bombing every day from 6 to 9 July. 
 
Meanwhile, severe access restrictions remain in place. Although UN agencies have access now to their offices 
and to the civilian population in Kadugli town, the authorities in South Kordofan are still not permitting NGOs to 
return. Also, the authorities continue to demand that relief supplies be channelled through national partners and 
local organisations. Although this practice has permitted delivery of assistance to some of the vulnerable 
populations, national and local partners are facing serious capacity constraints on the ground, which is limiting the 
overall relief efforts. 
 
On 8 July, HAC reported the arrival of more than 2,000 displaced people from Delami in Kurtala village in Habila 
locality. According to HAC, people moved due to the fighting that has taken place near Delami. HAC and the 
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Sudanese Red Crescent Society (SRCS) dispatched a joint team to Kurtala to verify numbers and conduct a rapid 
needs assessment. The team is also expected to look into reports of 420 people previously reported in the same 
village, who are yet to receive assistance. UN agencies present in Kadugli town have requested permission to 
travel to Kurtala, but have so far been denied access by local authorities due to security concerns.  
 
As of 13 July, WFP and partners have assisted over 102,500 people affected by the conflict in South Kordofan 
State with emergency food rations. 
 
Humanitarian actors report that additional funding is urgently required to maintain adequate levels of stocks for 
the emergency facing South Kordofan State with main access roads and bridges needing immediate repair, and 
mine clearance activities critical. 
 
For more information, please refer to OCHA’s Situation Reports on South Kordofan available at 
www.unsudanig.org.  
 
Blue Nile 
An NGO in Kurmuk locality confirmed the arrival of small groups of displaced people on 9 July. These groups are 
reportedly from the Abyei area and the Nuba Mountains in South Kordofan. The community leaders of the 
displaced people reported that about 200 people from the Nuba Mountains and some 290 people from Abyei have 
crossed the Sudanese-Ethiopian border. In addition, 80 people from different communities also crossed into 
Ethiopia on 12 July.  
 
OCHA received reports that an additional estimated 600 people from South Kordofan have transited through 
Kurmuk on their way to Ethiopia. Moreover, 246 people from South Kordofan and 78 people from the Abyei area 
have reportedly sought shelter in Kurmuk. The Resident Coordinator’s Support Office (RCSO) in Blue Nile has 
requested HAC to verify the number of those displaced in Kurmuk and those who have crossed the border into 
Ethiopia. 
 
 
3. Darfur 
 
Update on inter-tribal fighting in Buram, South Darfur 
Following reports of inter-tribal fighting in El Nadeef village (Buram locality) in South Darfur earlier last month, an 
inter-agency team met with local authorities and tribal leaders. It was reported that the situation had stabilised as 
representatives of the Habania and Salamat tribes were meeting in Nyala to reconcile their differences. The 
conflict was reportedly caused by “long simmering internal tribal differences,” including over land and other 
resources, and that both tribes were committed to a peaceful coexistence. According to El Nadeef community 
leaders, about 6,000 people had been displaced and need support in terms of water, food, shelter, non-food items 
(NFIs), health services and protection.  
 
Registration of new arrivals in Zamzam IDP Camp continues 
IOM, WFP, and the International NGO African Humanitarian Action (AHA) are continuing verification of new IDPs 
in Zamzam IDP Camp. In May 36,753 people were verified, however, 39,897 new IDPs remained unverified. The 
verification exercise is expected to be completed by the end of July after which the registration exercise using 
finger printing machines will commence. While the verification exercise is ongoing, there will be an emergency 
two month food distribution for 55,000 people. 
 
Security in Shangil Tobaya 
The security situation in Shangil Tobaya town was reported to be calm following clashes earlier in June. The 
Sudan Armed Forces (SAF), UNAMID, and the Shangil Tobaya Progressive Committee have agreed to work 
together to improve security in the town. The police stated it is committed to improve security in IDP camps in the 
area. IDP community leaders agreed to assist and encourage cooperation from the displaced people on reporting 
security incidents and concerns to the police.  
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Refugees return to Tine, North Darfur from Chad 
A group from Tine, North Darfur informed OCHA that there were 5,540 people in the area who had returned from 
Chad in the last seven months and were in need of NFIs, especially plastic sheeting and mats, ahead of the 
upcoming rainy season. Although they stated that those people had been coming back and forth from Chad over 
the past two years it now seems that they were returning for good. This group of returnees are said to be nomadic 
and agro-pastoralists and include some 1,500 people in the nomadic camp of Ghirir in the area. 
 
IDP returns in North Darfur 
The return movement of IDPs from Aramba village in Kabkabiya locality to Sehjanna village in Kutum locality 
started on 10 July, with some 500 people having returned during the reporting period. UNHCR is providing buses 
for the returnees as well as trucks to transport tents, roofing material and household items of the returnees. 
UNHCR has also provided the returnees with plastic sheeting and jerry cans. UNAMID escorted the returnee 
convoy and provided water tankers for the trip. The State Ministry of Health (SMoH) provided a mobile clinic to 
support the move.  
 
Assistance to rainstorm-affected IDPs in Kalma Camp, West Darfur 
Following the rainstorm that hit Kalma IDP Camp on 10 July, Oxfam America conducted further verifications of the 
number of households affected and reported that their total number now stands at 4,505 people. The WFP-
Logistics Coordination Unit (LCU) and UNHCR have agreed to distribute NFIs to all affected IDP households. 
These distributions will be carried out by Oxfam America. In addition, the WASH sector will implement a series of 
measures in an effort to stave off possible outbreaks of disease, including disinfecting affected sources of water, 
draining stagnant water, replacing collapsed household latrines, and conducting a vector control campaign.  
 
Child friendly spaces in North Darfur  
Save the Children Sweden has completed handing over child friendly spaces in Kutum, Tawilla, and Al Salam IDP 
camps near El Fasher to the State Ministry of Education (SMoE). A total of 90 out of 109 child friendly spaces run 
by Save the Children Sweden have already been handed over. This handover is due to a combination of funding 
constraints and end of projects. The remaining 19 child friendly spaces are located in areas controlled by armed 
movements and continue to be run by Save the Children Sweden. UNICEF will continue funding the child friendly 
spaces through the SMoE.  
 
 
4. Humanitarian Financing 
 
CERF Funds to support 18,000 returnees to South Sudan 
The Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) has approved funding for the support of returnees in Khartoum's 
departure points. The funding covers transportation for 18,000 returnees. IOM will use the grant to provide 
transportation for approximately 12,000 returnees stranded at departure points in Khartoum as well as 6,000 
returnees stranded at the Kosti way station.  
 
 


